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ADDCAR Highwall  
Mining System

UGM ADDCAR Systems LLC is an 
international highwall mining specialist 
based in Ashland Kentucky (USA).  
With over 20 years experience operating 
systems in the coalfields of Australia, 
USA, South Africa and India, ADDCAR 
Highwall Mining Systems have produced 
in excess of 100Mt of coal and is a 
leader in maximising resource recovery 
and cost effectiveness for our clients.

HIGHWALL MINING

Highwall mining is a hybrid of  
surface and underground mining 
technologies that is used to recover  
coal that is otherwise not available  
or is uneconomical due to:
 Increasing open-cut strip ratios

 Reaching pit limits with available coal in the barrier pillars

 Protected surface features (e.g. rivers/ streams, 
archaeology)

 Inadequate panel length for a “punch long-wall”

 Mining “End Walls” in allocated reserves in conjunction 
with conventional surface methods

 “Orphan Deposits” where available resource does not 
justify capex due to quantum of reserves or structure

 Deposits in agricultural areas. 

UGM ADDCAR Highwall Mining: 
Deeper, Steeper, Cheaper
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ADDCAR

INNOVATION
Cascading Conveyor Cars

The signature of ADDCAR Highwall Mining is the 
unique Cascading Conveyor system that uses open 
conveyors to feed coal from the minor to the stacker 
conveyor without increasing fines. As the miner works 
its way into the seam, an end loader places Conveyor 
Cars onto the launch vehicle, where they’re hooked up 
without interrupting coal flow. This makes the ADDCAR 
Highwall Mining system the only true continuous 
mining process above or below ground. In addition to 
carrying coal to the stacker, Conveyor Cars transfer 
forward thrust from the launch vehicle to the miner.

Steep Dip Mining

ADDCAR is continuing to develop our proven systems to 
further enhance resource recovery for our customers. 
The ‘Steep Dip’ systems are capable of mining in excess 
of 16° dip and maintaining a plunge of +300m. 

TECHNOLOGY
ADDCAR is a technology enabled company that 
continue to develop their highwall mining (HWM) 
systems to enhance safety, resource recovery, 
equipment reliability and cost effectiveness.

Guidance Systems

ADDCAR’s proprietary guidance systems have been 
installed on our miners since 1996. By monitoring 
azimuth, pitch and roll of the continuous miner as well 
as in-seam cutting parameters (coal roof and floor) 
via gamma sensors, the ADDCAR system provides the 
operator with the tools required to maintain accuracy 
that has been confirmed on a surveyed drive at 
<100mm off centre line at a 384m penetration.
It is the technological advantage of guidance systems, 
cascading conveyor cars and +20 years highwall mine 
experience that underpins ADDCAR’s ability to reliably 
mine to 500m (1600ft).
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